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CLOUDY, WITH A CHANCE OF

ADVENTURE
WITH THE RIGHT CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, WINTER IS ONE OF
THE BEST TIMES TO GET OUTDOORS. NICK DALL HAS YOU COVERED

It’s that time of year again: The cold fronts are rolling in and, if it’s not actually raining yet in your area,
there’s no doubt it’s getting chilly. As famous explorer and adventurer Sir Ranulph Fiennes said,
“There’s no such thing as bad weather, only inappropriate gear.” In this edition, we round up the
hottest kit in South Africa, with particular focus on down—the world’s best insulator.
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K-Way Men’s Siberia Down Jacket

Siberia is one of the coldest places on the planet, but not
if you’re wearing this jacket! The outer is made from nylon
and polyester, while the filling is superior goose down. Down
doesn’t just keep you warmer than any other fibre, it also
remains remarkably odour-free (even after days of continuous
use) and is supremely breathable. The adjustable hem and
cuffs allow you to keep the cold air out (or allow some in), while
numerous pockets ensure there’s somewhere for everything.
Little things such as the angled zip on the chest pocket
(which means that whatever’s in there won’t jiggle) and the
chic red trim complete this very impressive package.

K-Way Men’s Mallard Hooded
Down Jacket R1 999

K-Way Men’s Mallard Hooded
Down Jacket

What sets the Mallard apart from K-Way’s
other down jackets is its 850g fill power—
there is, quite simply, more loft in this
jacket. Which means more insulation,
and an ability to withstand more extreme
weather conditions. It is 100% windproof
and breathable, and a DWR (durable
water repellent) coating means there’s
no need to wear a shell (rain jacket) in
light drizzle. Unless you’re doing the
Drakensberg Traverse in July, there are
few South African conditions that will
get the most out of this behemoth.
Rather take it to the Alps or the Andes
to test its worth…

K-Way Men’s Barnacle Hooded Down Jacket

K-Way Men’s
Barnacle Hooded
Down Jacket
R1 499

K-Way Men’s
Drake Down
Jacket R1 299
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With its dashing blue and yellow colourway, the Barnacle has
some serious va-va-voom. But it’s so much more than a pretty
face. Down is the world’s best insulator, and K-Way uses only
the best of the best. The jacket is both lightweight and easily
compressible, but the natural wonder that is down means it’s
also seriously warm, windproof and breathable, and a DWR
coating keeps it drier for longer. If you’re looking for a jacket
that’s as suited to the hipster bars of Woodstock as it is to
the slopes of the Sneeuberg, this is your man.

K-Way Men’s Drake Down Jacket

If it ain’t broke, why fix it? The Drake was K-Way’s first
down jacket and it’s still one of its most popular. If you’re
looking for one jacket to get you through the next five
or 10 winters, look no further. The Drake doesn’t do
gimmicky features. Instead, it focuses on doing the
basics exceptionally well: a windproof, breathable shell
and a duck down filling. Down is guaranteed to keep
you toastier than any substance known to man, but it’s
also quite literally as light as a feather—the Drake weighs
in at a mind-boggling 280g! What’s more, the jacket
comes in a variety of colour combos ranging from
demure to funky.
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K-Way Ladies’ Tasman
Down Coat R1 999

K-Way Ladies’ Alyeska
Down Vest
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K-Way Ladies’ Alyeska
Down Vest R999

K-Way Men’s Siberia
Down Jacket R1 599

When wearing a down jacket, it’s quite possible to
get too warm—even if you’re surrounded by snow.
This is especially true if you’re skiing, snowboarding
or engaging in some other energy-sapping pursuit.
This is where a down vest such as the K-Way Alyeska
comes in handy. A vest keeps the parts that matter
(your internal organs) well insulated, but allows
your arms freedom of movement and deals with
perspiration before it even starts. The Alyeska has
the same tech specs as the Swan, but it’s lighter
and more compressible.

K-Way Ladies’ Tasman Down Coat

The K-Way Tasman is a meeting of form and function like no
other. In the past, South Africans’ exposure to knee-length
down coats was restricted to Hollywood movies and jealous
glances on the London Tube—but now you, too, can
experience the ultimate comfort of a proper winter coat,
at a rand-friendly price. It’s great for the mid-winter
commute, European business trips, and weekends
in the ‘Berg, and the removable (faux) fur trim on the
hood allows you to dress it up or down depending
on the occasion. The Tasman is proof that fashion
and technical performance don’t need to be
mutually exclusive.

K-Way Women’s Swan
Down Jacket

If you’re new to the wonders of down, the
Swan is an excellent place to start, offering
exceptional performance at an affordable
price. Featuring a synthetic outer and 100%
natural duck down filling, it’s a very well
thought-out product with useful features
such as a wind baffle behind the main zip.
It doesn’t have a DWR coating, so you’ll
want to don a rain jacket as soon as the
clouds burst. Like all K-Way down jackets,
it is machine-washable (we recommend
using Storm Down Wash). It comes in a
broad spectrum of colours, so you could
even get two…

K-Way Women’s Eider Down Jacket

The K-Way Eider is fighting the ‘Cold War’ and winning!
It’s a serious piece of technical apparel that’s windproof,
water-shedding and filled with the world’s finest goose
down. Down is hypoallergenic, which ensures there’ll
be no sneezes or sniffles on your next adventure. The
Eider is K-Way’s flagship ladies’ outdoor jacket, and it
can handle absolutely anything Nature can throw at it.
It comes in two super colourways: one subtle, the other
not so much.
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K-Way Women’s Swan
Down Jacket R1 299

K-Way Women’s
Eider Down
Jacket R1 599
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Gorilla Trekking
Himalayas
Inca Trail
Kilimanjaro
Mt Kenya
Patagonia
Ruwenzoris
Serengeti Walking Safari
Simien Mountains

K-Way Sherpa Expedition Gear Bag
K-Way Sherpa Expedition
Gear Bag R1 199

K-Way
Kilimanjaro
2 ThermaShift Down
Sleeping Bag R2 799

For some trips, a regular gear bag will do the trick. But if you’re headed into
extreme conditions, you need something that’s cut from different cloth. The
Sherpa Expedition Gear Bag is constructed from water-resistant fabric and
has siliconised zippers. Featuring myriad nifty pockets for your various
belongings, it’s the battle-ready holdall you can’t do without. Like all
of the best Sherpas, it’s most at home above the snow-line and has
been tested on Mount Elbrus in Russia, at Everest Base Camp and in
some of South Africa’s toughest landscapes.

K-Way Kilimanjaro 2 ThermaShift Down Sleeping Bag

It’s impossible to get a good night’s rest if your toes feel like they’re about to fall
off and your teeth are chattering like a saucepan on the boil. Which is why you
need the K-Way Kilimanjaro 2 ThermaShift. Forget three-season bags; this bad
boy is guaranteed to keep you warm and toasty at temperatures as low as minus
8°C. The secret to the Kilimanjaro 2’s warmth lies in the goose down filling, as
down is much warmer, lighter and longer lasting than any of its synthetic rivals.
It’s a versatile sleeping bag, too: Foot zippers allow you to poke your toes out of
the bottom on a midsummer’s night, and the adjustable cowl means you can
really batten down the hatches as you near the summit of Kilimanjaro. There’s
also an XL version (R3 499), which has the same features but is a bit longer
and wider, and contains 100g more feathers.

HIKING AND TREKKING

WITH THE EXPERIENCED

PROFESSIONALS
Tel: 011 702 2035 or
072 927 7529
Fax: 086 689 6759
reservations@wildfrontiers.com
www.wildfrontiers.com

A D VA N C E H I K E 4
• Wool blend to keep feet warm
in winter and cool in summer
• Asymmetrical Left & Right toe design
• Full volume cushioning

www.wildfrontiers.com

K-Way Vista 4-Person Tent

K-Way Vista
4-Person Tent R1 999

For practicality and sturdiness, you simply can’t beat a dome tent, and
the K-Way Vista is from the very top drawer. It’s oh-so-easy to put up (and
take down), spacious enough for most adults to stand in, and it boasts
a siliconised flysheet with a 1 500mm waterhead to keep the rain out.
Mosquito netting means you can let some fresh air in without being obliged to
invite the insect world, and reflective guy ropes are specifically designed for that
moment when Nature calls at 3 a.m. When choosing a tent, remember that
a four-person version can fit four adults without any bags. In reality, the Vista is
probably best suited to a family with young kids or a group of three adults and
their luggage. Other K-Way classic dome tents are the two-person
Solitude (R1 199), the three-person Panorama (R1 499) and the
six-person Horizon (R2 499).

WHAT WE
DO WHEN WE

HEAR HOW

COLD
SOME OTHER

Intex Classic Downy Airbed

As anyone who’s spent even a single night sleeping on the hard
South African ground will attest, you can go without many things, but
a decent mattress is not one of them. Air mattresses tick all the boxes:
They’re super-comfy, they pack up small, and they provide a hefty layer of
insulation between you and the icy ground. Intex is the most trusted name in
the business, and this number has a waterproof flocked top and a 2-in-1 valve
for fast and easy inflation and deflation. Just remember to pack a pump. And
to check for thorns before you pitch the tent!

Cape Union 4-Seater Folding Table
Cape Union 4-Seater
Folding Table R499
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It may sound melodramatic, but a table really can be the difference between
a pleasant winter camping holiday and a fortnight of chaos and confusion.
This aluminium table is both lightweight and strong, and folds flat for easy
storage in your boot or trailer. It’s perfect for preparing meals and for eating—
and even though it’s advertised as a four-seater, you could probably squeeze
six around it.
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PLACES GET
4787 Angelcy 2015

Intex Classic
Downy Airbed (Double) R299

It’s never winter here. No jokes. Come enjoy warm weather & great food a mere 200m from the
Phalaborwa Gate of the Kruger National Park in cool, contemporary luxury - all year round. J
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015 781 3447
explore@bushveldterrace.co.za
www.bushveldterrace.co.za
B&B rates from R545 pppns

